Host AGM_John says:
Prolog: The Hayden is on a pursuit coarse for the Squall which is headed for the Callisto. Onboard the shuttle CO Wendyway is regaining consciousness and finding herself feeling very strange. She is experiencing slight vertigo and a quickening of her breath. Unknown to her, the pheromones from T'Savak are moving her Vulcan physiology toward Pon Far

Host AGM_John says:
Back aboard the Hayden, Jexta and Young are keeping the medical staff occupied. Gol remains in command as the Hayden closes on the Squall. However, T'Savak's flying is making it evident that he will reach the Callisto before the Hayden can stop him.

Host AGM_John says:
and now....

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

EO_Young says:
:: still unconscious, laying on a biobed in Sickbay::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: Still running scan on Jexta.. ::

MO_Morgan says:
::monitoring the unconscious EO::

FC_Triton says:
::furiously trying to catch up with the Squall::

Tsavak says:
@::runs a sensor scan of Callisto::

CMOLinard says:
::hovers over Jexta, monitoring his vital signs::

FC_Triton says:
CSO: I don't think we can catch the Squall before it reaches the Callisto, sir.

CEO_Danos says:
::trying to get a weapons lock on the fleeing vessel::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::comes to ... looks around ... nuts, it wasn't a nightmare::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:::checking the database and sensors logs.. ::CMO: I think I've figured out what has pushed Jexta into that state....

Tsavak says:
@::hopes he makes it in time::Wendyway: ah I see you are wake my dear....I getting you a present::Points to the Callisto:::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::more to the point, it's a living nightmare::

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: Good enlighten me.

FC_Triton says:
CNS: How close can we get without being detected?

MO_Morgan says:
::notices the EO's twitching has ceased:::

Jexta says:
:: trying to talk.. feel very dizzy ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::looks out the viewscreen and can't believe her eyes:: What?

Tsavak says:
@Wendyway:I am going to save the Callisto for you......a wedding present

EO_Young says:
::has a funky dream about duty and honour and fighting and winning the fair damsel in distress....   the faeries are flying about...  pretty colours::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: According to the ship sensors.. Jexta's brain pattern begin to increase exactly when we entered the temporal anomaly..

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: Take it easy LT.......try and rest for a minute

CNS_Tyler says:
::at OPS studying scans:: FCO:  Scan's indicate that the Callisto's warp core is about to explode.  I don't think they will notice us.

FC_Triton says:
CEO:  Can you do anything to the shuttle through Youngs connection?

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: How is it possible?

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: I've determined that much....but how do we stop it?

Jexta says:
:: Can hear the CMO's voice.. looking for her.. can't seem to find her.. ::

Tsavak says:
@Wendyway: I have taken use back in time::grins::

FC_Triton says:
CEO:Belay the order to fire at the Callisto

CEO_Danos says:
FCO: I could try activating a diagnostic routine that requires shutdown of their engines temporarily.

FC_Triton says:
CEO: I think that would do very well.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: I'm not sure.. I think that he may be suffering for somesort of Temporal Vertigo.. it happens sometimes.. maybe injecting him with Vertazine could help..

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::oh, god ... time paradoxes give her a headache::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: How long until we have control of the Squall?

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  That should work.

MO_Morgan says:
::as she checks the EO's neural waves she wonders why the EO appears to be grinning::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: What do you plan on doing with the Callisto?

CEO_Danos says:
::brings up the interface Young created and attempts to get the Squall's computer to start a low-level diagnostic on the plasma injectors::

Tsavak says:
@::can see that Wendyway is become speechless because of his gift::

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: try a small amount first...then we'll boost the dosage if he needs it.....I don't want to overdo it

Tsavak says:
@Wendyway: save her of course

Jexta says:
:: feel lost.. .. trying to fight the dizzy feeling.. ::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: Good idea.. I'll check the medical database to see if I can find something else about temporal anomaly and their effects..

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: Then what will happen to the Hayden?

MO_Morgan says:
::puzzles over the EO's slightly elevated blood pressure::

Tsavak says:
@::enters the access code to make the squall invisible to the Callisto sensor....so glad he remembers the code::

CMOLinard says:
::nods::Asimov: acknowledged

FC_Triton says:
CNS: Can you tell me what the blast radius will be when the Callisto's core goes down?

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Target phasers on the Squall and fire.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: Activate a new screen and check the database for information.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::feels her heart rate accelerate ... her palms begin to sweat ... her face becomes flushed ... #$%#$ not again...::

Tsavak says:
@Wendyway:Depends on what they do

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks over the latest scans::CSO:  It appears that someone has been able to shut down the Core breach.

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: We have thus far been unable to target, I will try again, sir.

Jexta says:
:: breathing irregularly.. starting to feel scared.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: But, if you save the Callisto, what will happen to the Hayden's time line?

Tsavak says:
@::see that they arrived at the right spot::Wendyway: ready to see your old ship my dear?

CEO_Danos says:
::attempts to lock the phasers, using optical sensors if necessary::

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Thank you counselor.

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::looks at Savak ... he's beginning to look attractive ... stop that! she tells herself::

Tsavak says:
@Wendyway: nothing....unless they try and stop me....then I will destroy them!

CMOLinard says:
::Senses fear in Jexta:: Jexta: It's ok LT, I'm here. Do you know where you are?

CEO_Danos says:
::gets a positive lock on the Squall and fires phasers,targeting their engines::

Host AGM_John says:
action: squalls transporters humm

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Savak: No, you're changing the timeline ... what happens to the Hayden then?

Jexta says:
:: Barely see what's going on.. around him.. only see a shadow and what seem to be an operating device.. .. but feel comfort when listening to the voice.. :: CMO: I'm on the Hayden .. right ?.. doctor.. is that you ?

Tsavak says:
@Wendyway: who cares about the Hayden

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Wendyway and T'Savak materialize on the Callisto

Tsavak says:
@::sees the Callisto::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Squall explodes

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::feels the transporter effect ... materializes on the Callisto ..::

Tsavak says:
@::form around them::

EO_Young says:
::starts to come up out the dream::

Jexta says:
Aloud; AHHHHH !

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::the homesickness for her old ship hits her like a tidal wave::

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: What just happened?

Jexta says:
:: Suddenly feel a pain inside of him.. as if something in his memory was resurfacing.. ::

Tsavak says:
@::guides Wendyway to the Callisto main engineering::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::wonders if she goes to the bridge if she'll meet herself::

MO_Morgan says:
::watches the EO begin to come to::

FC_Triton says:
CSO:   Squall, has been destroyed sir!

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: Yes, it's me, ::cringes from scream and reaches for another small dose of Vertizine::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::tears away from Savak and runs to the turbolift::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: What about her crew?

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: How much did you give him?

Tsavak says:
@::aims phaser at Wendyway and fires::

EO_Young says:
::blinks a few times::  ....  ::blinks again...  everything is still blurry::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: Progress.. ?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Wendyway is stunned

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:   I am detecting the crew on the Callisto.  Scans picked up a transport.

MO_Morgan says:
::hovers over EO::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::dodges the phaser fire and gets into the turbo lift ... only to be stunned as the doors close::

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:  Scans are also showing another build up toward a warp core breach.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO:About 1 CC..

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: You have the bridge, remember don't ruin the timeline.

FC_Triton says:
::looks at CNS in disbelief::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: You're with me.

EO_Young says:
::blinks some more::  Am I blind?  I can't see....  ::pushes against the force-field restraints::

Tsavak says:
@::opens the doors to the TL and throws wendyway over his shoulder::TL: Main Engineering

FC_Triton says:
::stands:: CSO: what are you planning sir?

CSO_Gol says:
::heads to TL::

CEO_Danos says:
::follows the CSO into the TL::

MO_Morgan says:
::steps back as she sees the EO start to struggle against the restraints::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::bobs along on Savak's shoulder::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: No time to explain.

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: Well I'm giving him another dose....it doesn't seem to be working....all I can sense from him is intense confusion

CSO_Gol says:
TL:Transporter room one

EO_Young says:
::blinks somemore::  It's blurry...  who's there?

Tsavak says:
@::feels the lift move::

CNS_Tyler says:
::watches the CSO leave the bridge::

Jexta says:
:: Feel strange .. .. feel lost.. ::CMO: Doctor.. are you still here ?

MO_Morgan says:
EO: I'm Dr. Morgan and you're in Sickbay

FC_Triton says:
*CSO*: Denvar you aren't planning to beam over are you?

MO_Morgan says:
EO: just try to relax and stay calm..

CSO_Gol says:
::exits TL heads to TR1::

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  The crew of the Callisto are evacuating.

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: Yes, I'm still here. How are you feeling?

CSO_Gol says:
*FC* Yes.

EO_Young says:
::settles down::  Can... can you help me?

Jexta says:
CMO: Lost.. I need to get back on my feet.. We are in great danger..

EO_Young says:
::blinks some more trying to clear the haze away::

MO_Morgan says:
EO: That's what I'm here to do...

CEO_Danos says:
::follows the CSO to the TR::  CSO: Does the temporal prime directive cover this?

Jexta says:
:: starting to slowly come around.. trying to stand up.. even if he can't see very well ::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: I need you to beam me to the exact location of my counterpart while beaming him into stasis.  Can you do it?

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::comes to and gets an unfortunate view of Savak's backside::

FC_Triton says:
CNS: Find me some debris to hide in

Tsavak says:
@::arrives in main engineering and sets Wendyway gently into a chair then makes sure all the panels around the chair are offline::

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: I know that.....::tries to get Jexta to lie back down:: and you aren't going anywhere in your condition

Host AGM_John says:
Action: as T'Savak and Wendyway enter engineering they see CEO Klord working frantically at a console. Smoke is pouring from several places. Alarms are sounding and lights are flashing. The rest of the crew is evacuating.

Tsavak says:
@::then places a force field around the chair::

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: it'll be tricky sir, do you have his commbadge frequency on record?

MO_Morgan says:
EO: You were hit on the head by falling debris in Engineering... the bump on the head may be wha'ts causing your blurred vision

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Yells: Klord! Help me!

FC_Triton says:
*CMO*: how are Jexta and Young?  Can either of them come to the bridge?

Host CEO_Klord says:
@Aloud::barely glancing at them:: About time someone helped. Brina take beta station, or what's left of it. Savak help me vent the excess plasma...I think we can stop the breech.

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Yes, after all it is...was...whatever... here!

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO:Doctor.. I think that they might be a way to stabilize Jexta's condition even more by raising somesort of temporal field around him..

CMOLinard says:
*Triton* Hardly....you

Tsavak says:
@<Savak>::works to create a warp core breach::

EO_Young says:
::blinks again::  Engineering?   ::licks lips::  What...?

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: very well.

CMOLinard says:
*Triton* Hardly....you'll have to manage without them Lt.

Tsavak says:
@Klord: aye sir

Jexta says:
CMO: You don't understand.. when I said that I was the only one who can stop T'Savak I meant it..

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  Yes Sir  ::attempts to locate an area of debris large enough to hide in::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Klord: Stop him! He's trying to destroy the Callisto!

EO_Young says:
::licks lips some more::  I'm thirsty...  terribly...

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Energize when ready.

FC_Triton says:
CNS: Have you found anywhere for me to hide the Hayden?

Jexta says:
:: Finally manage to get up but almost collapse.. ::

MO_Morgan says:
::looks at EO strangely:: EO: how much do you remember before...?

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: You're in no condition to leave LT. If you tell me how to stop him maybe I can relay it to the bridge....

Host CEO_Klord says:
@::doesn't hear Wendyway::

CEO_Danos says:
::calls up the CSO's "old" commbadge frequency and locates his counterpart, then energizes both simultaneously, sending the other to a stasis tube in sickbay::

Jexta says:
CMO: I think I'm meant to stop him..

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Klord: There's a forcefield around this chair ... deactivate it!

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: How do you know?

Jexta says:
CMO: But I'm not sure..it's just some feeling..

Tsavak says:
@::begins accessing the nearest computer panel enter code to lock to bypass the blocks that Savak placed::

EO_Young says:
::blinks::  We were walking...  down the corridor...  into... somewhere... or out of....  ::blinks::  When is this going to go away?

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: turning around and listening to Jexta.. ::

Tsavak says:
@::glad he sound proofed the force field.....but what am I'm going to do about that klingon ulf::

Host CEO_Klord says:
@Wendyway: Huh? ::deactivates field:: ...no time now help at Beta!

CSO_Gol says:
@CEO: The bridge is empty beam me to the location of our captain and T'savak.

CNS_Tyler says:
::locates an area of debris... sends the coordinates to the helm:: FCO:  I think that should be sufficient.. sending coordinates to your console.

FC_Triton says:
::tries to modify Haydens signal to mask it as the Storm ship from the attack on SB 69::

Jexta says:
CMO: Maybe it was part of the memory I lost during the accident..

MO_Morgan says:
EO: I'm not exactly sure yet, I'm sorry to say.  I'll have to run a few tests before I can be sure.

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: accident?

CEO_Danos says:
*CSO* Understood.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: prepare somesort of shield emitter to put on Jexta's arm ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::Jumps up and clobbers Savak ... watches with satisfaction as he falls, unconscious to the deck::

Tsavak says:
@::signs to wendyway that if she interfere he will kill Klord::

CSO_Gol says:
@CEO: Preferably behind them.

Host CEO_Klord says:
Action: the breech is under control

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: What are you doing?

Jexta says:
CMO: It is a long story.. but you have to trust me.. I know you an sense me.. sense my feeling.. you know I am telling you the truth..

Host CEO_Klord says:
Action: Once the core is under control Klord has time to see Brina and T'Savak for the first time. Noticing their dress he looks at them with a puzzled expression.

FC_Triton says:
CNS: Good work.  ::Moves Hayden into debris field.  Continues to emit false storm signal::

CEO_Danos says:
::locks onto the "real" CSO and then scans frantically for Wendyway::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::smiles as she sees his hands - and his signal - go limp as he loses consciousness::

Tsavak says:
@::falls to the deck then standback up...phaser aim at Klord;:

CSO_Gol says:
@::ready's phaser::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: I'm preparing a somesort of temporal containment field.. I believe it will help stabilize Jexta's condition..

EO_Young says:
::touches the restraining field again::  Can you let me out?  I feel like Petunia.

CMOLinard says:
::knows Jexta is telling the truth but is afraid to release him::

Tsavak says:
@::fires on wendyway::

Host CEO_Klord says:
@Brina: what's going on? ::confused:;

Tsavak says:
@::then turns to Klord::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::ducks::

CEO_Danos says:
::finds Wendyway behind a misplaced cargo container on the schematic and makes a note to talk to SF about that when they get back, then energizes::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::runs to Klord::

Host CEO_Klord says:
@T'Savak: You!!! You are responsible for this!!!::attacks T'Savak driving him backwards with repeated vicious blows::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::throws him behind a console::

MO_Morgan says:
::flushes slightly:: EO: Sorry, but you were thrashing around alot while unconscious

FC_Triton says:
CNS:  I'm trying to use the Storm ship signals on record to mask the Haydens presence here.  Can you think of anyway to boost our camouflage?

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  scans indicate that the Callisto's crew have managed to contain the core breach again.

CMOLinard says:
::Is wary of Asimov's idea:: Asimov: We tried letting him go and look where it got him...how do you know this will work?

Jexta says:
:: Trying to walk.. Concentrate.. :: CMO: I have to go..

Tsavak says:
@::attempts a neck pinch on Klord::

MO_Morgan says:
::bats around options and decides to undo restraints::

Host CEO_Klord says:
@::knocks phaser from T'Savaks hand::

CMOLinard says:
::tries to hold Jexta back::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::watches::

EO_Young says:
::closes eyes and thinks of Petunia...  poor old beast::

CSO_Gol  (Transporter.wav)

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: The decision of letting him go is not mine to take.. I'm just trying to make our patient feel better.. that's all.. :: put the emitter on Jexta's arm.. ::

Host CEO_Klord says:
@::Blocks pinch::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::grabs Savak's phaser and stands ready::

MO_Morgan says:
EO: I'll remove the restraints, but promise to stay lying down please

CSO_Gol says:
@::fires phaser on stun at T'Savak::

Jexta says:
:: Start to feel a little better.:: CMO: Please.. ::look again into our eye.. :: Trust me..

Tsavak says:
@::watchs phaser fly...::Klord:You smelly stick klingon i am sick and tired of you....::goes postal on klord::

Host CEO_Klord says:
@:;sweeps at his feet::

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: not so fast Lt. ::watches Asimov::

Host CEO_Klord says:
Action: Gol misses

Jexta says:
CMO: Because if you don't trust me than nobody will.. not even me.. and we might all die..

EO_Young says:
::blinks some more...  grins::  I can't promise anything...  but I'll stay if you keep me company...

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  I'm not sure, do you think it would be possible to disable our signal.   Then they false one would be all that would register.

CEO_Danos says:
::feels that his duty in the transporter room is at an end and quickly departs, entering a TL headed to the bridge::

Host CEO_Klord says:
@::blocks most of T'Savak's return attack and absorbs the rest, again they grapple and the fight ranges from one side of engineering to the other, first one seems to get the upper hand then the other::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: I will go with him again if you allow him to leave sickbay..

MO_Morgan says:
::small smile at EO's response:: EO: I really must insist that you remain on the biobed..

CSO_Gol says:
@::stuns both Klord and T'Savak::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::replicates some popcorn and sits down to enjoy the fight::

MO_Morgan says:
EO: and of course I'll be here. I am your doctor after all.

Tsavak says:
@::manage to block most of Klords shots::

Jexta says:
:: look at Asimov:: Asimov: Thank you doctor.. but you're not meant to come.. Right now as we speak.. the Captain is in danger..

FC_Triton says:
CNS: Perhaps we could modulate our shield frequency to block our normal signal...I think that would keep it from escaping.

EO_Young says:
::smiles::  just like petunia....  caged up...  ::frowns::  what's a biobed?

Host CEO_Klord says:
Action: Gols phaser misfires

Jexta says:
:: Looking for his commbadges.. ::

Host CEO_Klord says:
Action: as Klord applies incredible pressure with a Klingon spine crunch an audible snap is heard. T'Savak goes limp in Klord's arms and Klord drops him tiredly. T'Savak is paralyzed and dyeing and he looks longingly towards Brina.....

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods::FCO:  Agreed  ::attempts to modulate the shield frequency::

MO_Morgan says:
::looks strangely at EO again::

CEO_Danos says:
::exits the turbolift onto the bridge and heads right to tactical, wondering a bit where all of the tactical officers are::

Jexta says:
CMO: I'll need a phaser..

EO_Young says:
::blinks again::  hello?  ::starts to get up::

CSO_Gol says:
@::slowly walks up to Klord to congratulate him, then applies Vulcan Neck Pinch::

MO_Morgan says:
EO: I'm here... don't get up

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::finishes up her popcorn and wipes her hands on her uniform::

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: Than if Asimov can't go with you, I can't allow you to leave.....it's bad enough I'm letting you go at all

Tsavak says:
@::lays on the deck tounge hanging our of tounge::Wendyway: I have save the Callisto for you my dear

Host CEO_Klord says:
@::passes out::

EO_Young says:
::rests back down::  oh...  okay....

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::huh?::

FC_Triton says:
*CMO*: Kathleen whats the status on your charges?

Tsavak says:
@::dies::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Gol: What the?

Host CEO_Klord says:
Action: Wendyways hormones boil over

MO_Morgan says:
::pulls a stool up to the side of the biobed:: EO: would you mind if I asked you a few questions? ::friendly, the concern not evident in her voice:::

Jexta says:
:: look again into the CMO's eye.. .. look at Asimov::Asimov: You'll need a phasers..

CSO_Gol says:
@*CMO*: Prepare to receive Klord, I need his memory ingrams wiped for the last few minutes.

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::leaps on Gol and drags him to the deck::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: grab a phasers from the Doctor's office and pass it to Jexta.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::throws his memory ingram wiper away and has her way with him::

CSO_Gol says:
@CO: Captain, nice to see you.  We really should be going now.

CMOLinard says:
CSO: understood.....::prepares drug::

EO_Young says:
::frowns....  concentrating on the hazy shape of her head::  I guess....

CEO_Danos says:
::watches the firefight on the Callisto trail off from his tactical scanners::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: listening to the Com.. it seem like it's already over.. ::

FC_Triton says:
CNS: open a encrypted channel to CSO Gol please.  We don't know who's listening

Jexta says:
CMO: Doctor.. hurry.. it's about to happen..

CSO_Gol says:
@CO: Really this is neither the time nor the place captain. ::grins::

MO_Morgan says:
EO: Do you know where you are?

Jexta says:
CMO: Can I go yes or no :: finally find his commbadge ::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: I'm ready to go with him..

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: Fine, but I'm not responsible if anything happens to you again

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::ignores Gol's protests ... all men say no when they really mean yes::

CEO_Danos says:
::thinks to himself that if the Callisto is not destroyed they will have to destroy it, and he's not sure he wants to be at tactical when that moment comes::

CNS_Tyler says:
::opens an encrypted Channel:: FCO:  Go ahead.

CMOLinard says:
*FCO* I'm releasing Jexta under Asimov's care

EO_Young says:
::laughs...  then stops...  face contorting with pain::  ooo...   ::pain subsides with his laughter::  a hospital?

FC_Triton says:
*CMO*: Is Jexta fit for duty?

Jexta says:
CMO: It wouldn't be acceptable any others way..

CSO_Gol says:
@*CEO* Four to beam aboard directly to sickbay.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: standing by to transport.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::doesn't answer...just nods::

CEO_Danos says:
::sees a little red light go off on his console::  FCO: Chronometric particle readings just went off the chart.

FC_Triton says:
<COMM>: CSO: Hold for a moment sir.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:Jexta: It seem to me like it's already over.. why are you still arguing that you must go.. ?

MO_Morgan says:
::jumps up at EO's exclamation of pain::: EO: Where does it hurt?

FC_Triton says:
CEO: please explain.

Jexta says:
Asimov: Because I must..

CEO_Danos says:
*CSO* Aye, sir.  ::remotely taps into the transporter and sends Gol and his traveling companions on their way to sickbay::

FC_Triton says:
CNS: Get ready to beam the four of them on my mark.

EO_Young says:
::blinks:: somewhere back there....  ::waves his hand towards his head::

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  Aye, sir.

CMOLinard says:
*FCO* In my opinion no, but he thinks otherwise

CEO_Danos says:
FCO: Well, the temporal mechanics degree at the academy was optional, but from what I'm seeing, this timeline is destabilizing.

CSO_Gol  (Transporter.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
:: with the death of Savak, the pheromones stop being produced ... slowly Brina's hormones return to normal::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::she finds herself ontop of Gol::

FC_Triton says:
CNS: Since Danos completed the transport have a sec team report to Sickbay please

MO_Morgan says:
EO: mmmhmmm... ok.. ::thinks for a sec::: Ok.. Yes, you're in a hospital ::mutters::of sorts..

Jexta says:
*CEO*: Transport me and Asimov to the Callisto .. please.. it's an emergency..

CMOLinard says:
::waits for transport of the injured::

FC_Triton says:
CEO: do not transport Lt. Jexta

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: Hurry, with Klord we must return him quickly.  I have applied a Vulcan Neck Pinch to him, moments before beaming him back administer something to bring him out of it.

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods:: *SEC* Security team alpha report to sickbay

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:CMO: Are you gonna be able to handle all those patients..

MO_Morgan says:
EO: Do you know where you were before you were hurt?

Jexta says:
*FCO*: Sir.. the CMO has given her approval..

FC_Triton says:
*Jexta* The Capt has been recovered please return to sickbay.  She will be there.

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Well hellloooo captain. ::grinning::

Jexta says:
*FCO*: It is not over yet..

CEO_Danos says:
::not sure what to do, so does nothing and does not transport Jexta::

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: ::smiles:: no, but I'll manage

CSO_Gol says:
*CEO* You returned my counterpart as well I presume?

Host CO_Wendy says:
::awkwardly stands up and straightens her uniform::

FC_Triton says:
*CSO*: Who besides Capt Wendyway, T'Savak and yourself beamed over?

CMOLinard says:
CSO: understood

CNS_Tyler says:
<Alpha> ::arrives in sickbay::

EO_Young says:
::blinks::  oooo...  my head...  ::puts hand on far side of head::

CSO_Gol says:
*FCO* Klord.

FC_Triton says:
*Jexta*: explain yourself and make it good.

CEO_Danos says:
*CSO* Yes, of course sir.  ::quickly beams Gol's counterpart back to his original coordinates::

Jexta says:
*FCO*: Triton.. you'll have to trust me ..

CMOLinard says:
::injects Klord with memory ingram erasing drug::

FC_Triton says:
*CSO*: We must return Klord immediately the time anomaly is destabilizing

Host CEO_Klord says:
::comes to and looks around::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::retrieves Gol's ingram wiper and returns it to him:: Gol: I don't know what came over me ... ::trails off awkwardly::

CSO_Gol says:
*CEO* And brought him out of stasis?

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  I think it would be better to return Klord and let history follow it's course from here.

FC_Triton says:
*Jexta* you have until Klord is ready to be returned then I will bring you back

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: Have you finished with Klord yet?

EO_Young says:
::waves hand on far side of head::   right here....  right here...

Jexta says:
*FCO*: Understood..

FC_Triton says:
CEO: transport Jexta and Asimov, now.

Host CEO_Klord says:
::passes out again::

CEO_Danos says:
*CSO* The transporter will do that by itself sir, though you may remember having a bit of a headache depending on the exact alignment of the pattern buffers.

CMOLinard says:
*CSO* yes sir. He's ready to go back

CSO_Gol says:
*CEO*: I can live with that.

MO_Morgan says:
::tries to calm EO down:: EO: Ok.. I understand...

CEO_Danos says:
FCO: Aye sir.

Jexta says:
:: waiting to be transport.. ::

CMOLinard says:
::hurriedly attends to injured crew::

CSO_Gol says:
*CEO* Return Klord to the Hayden on the doctor's mark  CMO: When you ready.

FC_Triton says:
CNS: I agree, absolutely.  Klord will be returned.

CEO_Danos says:
::remotely beams Jexta and Asimov to the Callisto::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: looking at the CMO.. ::

CMOLinard says:
CSO/CEO: ready

Jexta (Transporter.wav)

Jexta says:
@:: beams to the Callisto's engineering.. ::

EO_Young says:
::sighs::  okay... so when're you gonna stop the joke....?  It's time to be busy out there.

FC_Triton says:
*CMO/CEO* Give Klord a few more moments.  Lets give Jexta a chance.

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  I don't think it's wise to let Jexta transport over.  ::sees her argument is too late::

Jexta says:
@:: Began to look around for the others.. ::

EO_Young says:
::blinks::  what DID you do to me?  ::blinks again::

MO_Morgan says:
::stops and looks at EO::: EO: Excuse me?

FC_Triton says:
CNS: Normally I would agree but the Callisto is evacuated he can't do any damage to the timeline.

MO_Morgan says:
EO: As I explained before... you got knocked out in Engineering

Host CO_Wendy says:
::looks around sickbay:: Gol: Report!

CSO_Gol says:
::overhears the FCO's remark:: *FCO* Give Jexta a chance to do what?

EO_Young says:
:::chuckles softly::  you're excused.... face and all....  now cut this out and let me back out there.....   ::frowns::  are you off yer rocker?  I ain't no engineer.

Jexta says:
@<Asimov>:Jexta: There is nothing here..

CNS_Tyler says:
::shakes her head.. thinks that depends on what he tampers with there::

FC_Triton says:
*CSO*: I'm  hoping he'll explain that when he returns.

Jexta says:
@Asimov: That is not true..

Host CO_Wendy says:
::walks over to console and taps it furiously::

MO_Morgan says:
::shakes her head... she really shouldn't have gotten out of bed this morning::

CEO_Danos says:
::wishes everybody would come to a consensus on his orders::

Jexta says:
@:: Approach a console.. pushing a few buttons.. ::

FC_Triton says:
<COMM>: Jexta we need to bring you back.

CMOLinard says:
Asimov: He's all yours Dr.

Host CO_Wendy says:
Gol: The timeline is collapsing ... the Callisto must be destroyed

Jexta says:
@*FCO*: Give me a few minutes..

Jexta says:
@<Asimov>Jexta: What are you doing ?

CSO_Gol says:
*FCO* Beam Jexta back, NOW!

Host CO_Wendy says:
CEO: The Callisto must be destroyed

FC_Triton says:
CNS: I think I know what he's doing...its necessary

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO: We have to bring him back.

FC_Triton says:
<COOM>Jexta: Are you destroying the Callisto?

Jexta says:
@Asimov: I'm saving us all.. that's what.. :: accessing specific information in the Callisto's database.. ::

MO_Morgan says:
::pulls herself to her full height and looks authoritatively at EO::: EO: You aren't going anywhere until I get a clear idea of your health

CEO_Danos says:
*CO* Destroy the Callisto ourselves?  Let me rephrase, confirmation to fire on another starfleet vessel?

Jexta says:
@*FCO*: Beam me out in 1 minute..

CSO_Gol says:
CO: We're trying to preserve the timeline...::mumbles:: and it looks like we're starting up some romances.

FC_Triton says:
CEO: beam Klord to a lie pod not the Callisto.  he;s unconscious he won't be able to save himself.

EO_Young says:
::puzzled::  this is a joke....  isn't it?  ::blinks::  how're you playing with my eyes?

Jexta says:
@:: Run to a Turbolift :: TL: Deck 5

Host CO_Wendy says:
*CEO* You have confirmation ... destroy the Callisto ... otherwise the timeline will rip open and we'll all be destroyed

Jexta says:
@<Asimov>:Jexta: Where are you going ?

CEO_Danos says:
FCO: Aye sir.  ::locks onto Klord and deposits him on one of the Callisto's escape pods::

Jexta says:
@<Asimov>:: Is stop behind a transporter door::

MO_Morgan says:
::sighs and holds up two fingers:: EO: How many fingers do you see?

FC_Triton says:
<COMM>Asimov:: Sedate Jexta we have run out of time

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Captain Jexta may still be on board.

Savak says:
@::moves his shuttle towards the Callisto when he notice Klord is still onboard::

Jexta says:
@<Asimov>*Hayden*:Asimov to the Hayden.. I've lost track of Jexta.. he's run to Deck 5..Any idea what could be there ?

CEO_Danos says:
::nervous::  *CO* We still have crew aboard the Callisto sir.

EO_Young says:
::squints....  then his grin broadens...  and confidently he says::  One!

Savak says:
@::beams klord on board::

Jexta says:
@:: Arrive to deck 5.. runs to sections 12 ::

FC_Triton says:
CEO: Beam MO Asimov back now.

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Wasn't Jexta beamed back with the rest of us?

FC_Triton says:
CNS: get a lock on Jexta

CSO_Gol says:
CO: No, he beamed aboard the Hayden after we left.

Jexta says:
@:: arrive to a very damaged area.. can see someone.. :: Aloud: I'm coming..

Savak says:
@::not realizing his beam beat out the Haydens beam by a mere second::

CNS_Tyler says:
::prepares to transport Jexta and Asimov::FCO: I have a lock on them

MO_Morgan says:
::controls her facial expression:: EO: And now? ::holds up 4 fingers::

Savak says:
@::see Klord on board and heads out of there....::

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: Is T'Savak still alive?

CMOLinard says:
CSO: He's dead

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: What are the natrino levels now?

FC_Triton says:
CNS: transport them to sickbay now.

FC_Triton says:
CEO: Destroy the Callisto

CNS_Tyler says:
::activates transports:: FCO:  Transporting now.

EO_Young says:
::squints::  easy... all five...  but if you keep your fist balled up like that you'll get arthritis

Jexta says:
@:: Manage to reach him.. grab her in his hands.. has he's being beam out:: 

CEO_Danos says:
FCO: Understood.

FC_Triton says:
::Moves Hayden back to the time anomaly full impulse.  Careful to avoid the escape pods::

MO_Morgan says:
::dryly:: EO: thanks for the advice.

Jexta says:
@<Asimov>::  Feeling the transporter beaming him back to the ship ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::checks her console:: FCO: Transport complete, they are in sickbay.

CEO_Danos says:
::finds that he is strangely detached as he locks torpedoes on the Callisto and presses the big red "fire" button::

MO_Morgan says:
EO: One more question, and please answer it seriously.  Do you know who you are?

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Fluctuation wildly captain.

EO_Young says:
::laughs::  you gotta be kiddin' me.

FC_Triton says:
CNS:. Good. Now help me navigate the anomaly i want full sensor sweeps.  We have no room for mishaps.

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Can we wait for Jexta? Or is the fabric of space time about to rip apart?

EO_Young says:
::puts hand to the back of his head and pain sears throughout his brain::  ooo...  give me a tylenol  or somethin'

MO_Morgan says:
::straight face:: EO: Do I sound like I"m joking? Do you know who you are?

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: Start to rematerialise in sickbay ::

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO: Yes, Lt.  ::begins sensor sweeps::

Host CEO_Klord says:
Action: the Callisto explodes in a ball of fire

Jexta says:
:: Rematerialise with the young baby in his hands next to the Asimov ::

EO_Young says:
Yes.... yes I do...  ::chuckles::  do you know who you are?

CEO_Danos says:
FCO: Recommend we move away  from the Callisto, he destruction will produce a subspace shock wave.

MO_Morgan says:
::administers a weak hypospray::

Host CEO_Klord says:
Action: shock wave is headed for the Callisto

MO_Morgan says:
::sigh:: EO: Please answer the question

FC_Triton says:
CEO: Already heading home.  please assist the CNS I need a course out of here.

FC_Triton says:
::Full Impulse::

EO_Young says:
::flinches from the hypospray::  hey...  that feels alright...

CEO_Danos says:
FCO: No course will be sufficient unless we get back to our own time.

FC_Triton says:
CNS:  Max power to shields

CMOLinard says:
::watches Jexta and Asimov return, breaths small sigh of relief::

CNS_Tyler says:
::attempts to compute a course::

CNS_Tyler says:
::reroutes power to shields:: FCO:  Shields at maximum

Host CO_Wendy says:
::heads to bridge::

EO_Young says:
well...  I don't know how you could ask me who I am...  I would think even you would know who I is...  your father is payin' for the weddin'

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: Is the captain ready to return to duty?

Jexta says:
:: holding a young baby in his hand :: Asimov: Can you save her ?

MO_Morgan says:
:::chokes slightly::

FC_Triton says:
::computes time to shockwave impact vs time to anomaly::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:Jexta: Where did that person come from ?

Jexta says:
Asimov: Just help her please..

EO_Young says:
::gets up::  Daisy?  It is you....  isn't it?

MO_Morgan says:
EO: Well.. humour me

Host CO_Wendy says:
::calls over her shoulder:: I'm returning to duty whether I'm fit or not ... I'll report back after I'm sure the Hayden is alright

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: confuse about what's going on but quickly grab the baby and try to heal her..::

CMOLinard says:
::suddenly understands what this was all about when she see the baby ::

MO_Morgan says:
EO: Sorry... I am Dr. Morgan..not Daisy ::shudders at the name::

FC_Triton says:
*CMO* Status on the crew we recovered?

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Captain I can't allow that, we almost lost you once it can't happen again. ::blocks her path::

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  Do you have readings on the anomaly?

Jexta says:
::: Looking around Sickbay.. feeling exhausted.. wondering exactly if he did the right thing or not afterall.. ::

EO_Young says:
::laughs::  I heard yer voice too much you know...  if you ain't Daisy then I ain't Bramble Shipley...

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: pushes Gol out of her way ...

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: Yes, we are roughly one minute away from it.

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Captain, please.

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: Doctor, status please?

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods:: FCO:  Course set ::sends coordinates to helm::

MO_Morgan says:
::quietly moves about EO's biobed and puts re-attaches restraints::

CMOLinard says:
*FCO* They're fine...we're just giving them a quick examination for return to duty

FC_Triton says:
CEO?CNS:  Whats the ETA to impact from Callisto explosion?

Jexta says:
CMO: Doctor.. I'm sorry to ask you this.. but do you have room for one more patient.. I don't feel very well..

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: I'm sorry about ... earlier ... you know ... I wasn't myself ::straightens:: and don't think it gives you the right to dictate to me ... I'm still your captain and I order you out of my way

FC_Triton says:
::lays in course from CNS.  Full sped::

MO_Morgan says:
EO: So, you are  Bramble Shipley?

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  Eta to impact with the shockwave, 1 min.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>::began to heal the young human child.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::walks to TL and gets in::

FC_Triton says:
CEO: what effect will the shockwave have on the anomaly?

CMOLinard says:
::glares at Jexta...then smiles a little:: Jexta: always room for one more LT.::waves to empty biobed::

EO_Young says:
::puts on a serious face::  Why yes... and I own a farm and a stationwagon.

Jexta says:
:: Sat down on the biobed.. ::CMO: Sir.. I'm sorry for all the problem I've caused you..

FC_Triton says:
CNS: routes all available power to impulse engines.  I want to reach the anomaly ahead of the shockwave.

CEO_Danos says:
FCO: It should seal the anomaly.

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Understood, but according to Starfleet regulation 103 sub-section 2a if the captain displays any signs of emotional distress he/she is to submit to a complete examine by a qualified physician.

MO_Morgan says:
::tries to refrain from shuddering::: EO: How nice for you ::mindlessly answers::

Jexta says:
<Asimov>:: Manage to bring the baby lifesigns to normal .. ::

EO_Young says:
::grins::  Now yer just soundin' coy

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  Aye, sir  ::reroutes all available power to impulse engines::

CSO_Gol says:
Computer: Halt TL doors.

Host CEO_Klord says:
action: wave is about to hit...

CSO_Gol says:
::follows the captain::

CMOLinard says:
::taps quietly at her tricorder:: Jexta: It's ok....I know why......::looks at him:: Why didn't you tell me?

MO_Morgan says:
::begins high intensity neural scans on EO:::

FC_Triton says:
CNS: I don't care if you have to shut down everything except the core and the engines speed is critical.

CMOLinard says:
::examines Jexta with hand scanner::

FC_Triton says:
::takes the ship speed as fast as it can go, and then even faster::

CEO_Danos says:
::tries to imagine what Engineering looks like this after all of this, and then realizes he doesn't really want to think about that::

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  All available power has been routed to engines.

Jexta says:
CMO: I didn't know for sure until I saw an opportunity to do it..

CSO_Gol says:
CMO: Can you have someone examine the captain before she escapes?

EO_Young says:
::continues to grin::  You know I bet we can finish before a doctor comes in.

MO_Morgan says:
::feels like she is in way over her head with this patient, but acts confident::

CMOLinard says:
Jexta: You almost got yourself killed.

Host CEO_Klord says:
Action: wave hits as the Hayden enters the anomaly

CMOLinard says:
*CSO* Acknowledged

CO_Wendy says:
::falls to the deck::

Host CEO_Klord says:
Action: Hayden shudders and shakes

CSO_Gol says:
::falls on top of the captain::

FC_Triton says:
CEO:  If the singularity is still here I'll need an escape plan from its gravity well.

MO_Morgan says:
EO: mmmhmmm... not now, I have a headache ::examining readouts::

CEO_Danos says:
::gets knocked to the floor and in the process of doing so hits a chair that was there all along::  Self: perfect...

Jexta says:
CMO: But this baby would have died because of me.. and I saw an opportunity to change that.. I couldn't save my friend but I save her child.. ::: began to feel the ship rocking and fall of the biobed into the CMO's arm.. accidentally.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::is thrown forward into her console::

FC_Triton says:
::falls to one knee::

EO_Young says:
:rattles around on the biobed... bouncing off the restraints...  gets knocked out again::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Look's like today's our day. ::grins::

FC_Triton says:
::then gets thrown completely::

MO_Morgan says:
::almost falls over EO, but grabs side of biobed :::

CEO_Danos says:
::struggles back to his feet::  FCO: plot a course over the singularity's polar region.

Jexta says:
<Asimov>::: Approach the CMO as Jexta happens to fall in her arm.. :: CMO: Everything is alright ?

CNS_Tyler says:
::resets sensor sweeps::

CSO_Gol says:
::helps Wendyway up::

CO_Wendy says:
::feels CSO ontop of her ... wonders if this is becoming a habit::

CMOLinard says:
::stumbles against Jexta and the biobed::

CSO_Gol says:
::and escorts her back to Sickbay::

CMOLinard says:
::quickly regains herself::

Host CEO_Klord says:
   <<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

